
 
 The purpose of this study is to demonstrate 
how Knowledge Spillover affects functionality 
development by an analysis of trends in the 
number of patent applications as proxy of 
technologies. We group acoustic equipment 
technologies, a speaker as a product, in Japan into 
two groups using International Patent 
Classification (IPC). We group Transducers as 
Basic Technology, and Components, Circuits and 
Diaphragms as Complementary Technology. 

 

 The result shows that, in the process of 
functionality development of a speaker, Basic 
Technology is first developed in order to have 
products working by focusing on structural 
technologies, and then Technological Knowledge 
is spilled over from Basic Technology to functional 
technologies indicated as Complementary 
Technology, especially Material Technologies. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
t is important for companies to continuously 

produce valuable new technologies and, by 
assimilation of new skills, to create inventions and 
ideas which show their innovation capability. The 
Research and Development (R&D) efforts of 
companies, which lead to innovations, are 
essential for a company’s growth and also for the 
growth of society itself. 

A plethora of papers has been published 
discussing the usefulness of Knowledge Spillover 
as one of the foremost factors in encouraging the 
development of technological innovation. As 
Griliches (1979)[1] has mentioned, the level of 
productivity achieved by one firm or industry 
depends not only on its own R&D efforts but also 
on the  general knowledge accessible by it, which 
includes Knowledge spilled over from other 
companies and industries. 

In previous studies, patent data has been 
recognized as a useful indicator in quantitatively 
evaluating technological innovation (Griliches, 
1990)[2]. A relation between Innovation and 
Knowledge Spillover is discussed by using patent 
data in many papers.  
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In this study, we use patent data to analyze the 
relation between innovation and Knowledge 
Spillover among the technologies used in the 
manufacture of a product, and examine how 
Knowledge Spillover affects functionary 
development. We make use of the International 
Patent Classification (IPC) to group the 
technologies used in the creation of a product into 
Basic Technology and Complementary 
Technology. The purpose of this study is to 
propose a new scope of Knowledge Spillover 
between these technologies. 

2. KNOWLEDGE SPILLOVER 

2.1 In relation to Knowledge Spillover 
We find three main points of view in previous 

papers in relation to Knowledge Spillover. 
The first point is technological affinity. It is 

comparatively easy to obtain Knowledge from 
other companies which are working with similar 
technological systems, because it is assumed that 
these companies possess similar technological 
facilities and experiences. Companies working 
with similar technologies should be able to raise 
R&D productivity by referring to other companies’ 
R&D result. (Jaffe, 1986[3]:  Lee, 2006[4]) 

The second point concerns geographical 
distance between companies. Geographical 
distances relate to the ease of communication 
with other companies. Companies, which are 
located in a region close to one another, can easily 
make contact, so they have the advantage of 
prompt information exchanges. (Jaffe, 
Trajtenberg and Henderson, 1993[5]: Tappeiner, 
Hauser, and Walde, 2008[6]) 

The third feature is cultural differences. It is 
relatively easy for companies to cooperate with 
another company which shares a similar culture 
concerning management principles, business 
structure and language. A mutual understanding 
of culture could be the key for promotion of 
Knowledge Spillover. 

In this paper, we focus on the technological 
affinity in analyzing Knowledge Spillover. 

2.2 The new scope of Knowledge Spillover 
Many previous papers have mainly discussed 

the Knowledge Spillover at the level of countries, 
industries, or companies. For instance, how the 
spillover effect among different foreign countries 
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affects domestic productivity has been discussed 
(Branstetter, 2001[7]; Eaton and Kortum, 1999[8]; 
Keller, 2002[9]). The importance of Knowledge 
Spillover between industries has also been 
discussed (Scherer, 1984[10]: Griliches and 
Lichtenberg, 1984[11]: Goto and Suzuki, 1989[12]). 
Additionally, the importance of control of industrial 
characteristics has been reported (Bernstein and 
Nadiri, 1988[13]: Bernstein, 1997[14]: Terero, 
2001[15]). 

Geroski (1995)[16] has reported that Knowledge 
Spillover effect depends on the maturity of 
technologies. Therefore, when Knowledge 
Spillover is discussed, industrial characteristics 
and technological characteristics should be taken 
into consideration. Recent papers have focused 
on this point and discussed the existence of the 
Knowledge Spillover effect between different 
technologies. Ohmura and Watanabe (2006)[17] 
analyzed the Technology Spillover effect in fine 
ceramics. Nakagawa and Watanabe (2007)[18] 
also analyzed the Technology Spillover effect in 
the nonferrous metal industry, and they have 
introduced two dimensional models 
(inter-technology spillover and intra-technology 
spillover) to analyze Technology Spillover more 
specifically (2008)[19]. 

We discuss the Knowledge Spillover effect 
among components of a product possessing 
different technological characteristics. We use 
IPC to group the technologies and analyze the 
technological characteristics of the components. 

The IPC is used for the classification of 
inventions of patents and patent applications 
according to the different areas of technology to 
which they pertain. We divide the different 
technologies used in the manufacture of the 
components in a product into the groups “Basic 
Technology” and “Complementary Technology”, 
by the IPC in patent applications. 
 

 
Fig.1 Technological Compositions of a Speaker 
[Cross-section diagram of a speaker composed of  
Dynamo-electric converter] 
We define “Basic Technology” as a technology 

which uses the fundamental physical laws as the 
core technology of a product and “Complementary 
Technology” as a technology which supports 
Basic Technology to produce an efficient product. 

3. ACOUSTIC INDUSTRY IN JAPAN 
We focus on the electro-acoustic industry as the 

place to analyze Knowledge Spillover effect 
among technologically different components. We 
select a speaker as the product, a main product in 
the industry. 

Today, many products, especially Information 
Technology (IT) and digital equipments contain a 
small-sized speaker, for example, Headphone, 
Earphone, Cellular phone, Portable music player, 
Laptop PC, PDA (personal digital assistant), and 
Flat-screen television. The dissemination of these 
IT and digital equipments has accelerated the 
expansion of the market in speakers since the late 
1990s. 

 The Basic Technology used in a speaker 
consists primarily of the dynamo-electrical system, 
which is based on Fleming’s rules. The 
dynamo-electrical system has been used in a 
speaker for over 30 years. It can thus be said that 
the Basic Technology of a speaker has remained 
the same. 

The Dynamo-electric Transducer is the most 
popular Transducer model, and its mechanism is 
based on Fleming’s left hand rule as the 
fundamental physical discipline. The process of 
changing electrical signals to structural vibration 
follows this rule. Passing a current through a coil 
generates electromagnetic force(Coil) in response 
to the magnetic field lines (Magnet), and thus 
electromagnetic force is used for generating 
structural vibrations (Diaphragm).  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
These three compositions (Coil, Magnet and 

Diaphragm) are essential in the Basic Technology. 
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Figure 1 shows the three technological 
components of the Basic Technology of a 
speaker. 

Japanese companies occupy a large share of 
the market in speakers in the world. Japanese 
companies also contribute nearly 70% to the 
number of patent applications relating to speakers 
in the world as Figure 2.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2 Share of the number of patent applications 
relating to a speaker which were filed 1995~2004 
Sources: the Japan Patent Office (JPO) website 

 
Figure 3 shows the trend in the number of 

patent applications relating to a speaker which 
were filed to the Japan Patent Office (JPO). It 
demonstrates that the number of patent 
applications began to increase rapidly in the late 
1990s. Obviously, innovations in speaker 
technologies occurred at that period. 

 

 
Fig.3 The trend in the number of patent 

applications relating to a speaker 

4. HYPOTHESIS 
In the late 1990s, demands in the market have 

changed from the relatively large-sized speakers 
of the 1980s to small-sized speakers. 
Development of IT and dissemination of digital 
equipments, for example, cellular phones and 
portable music players, are considered as reasons 
for the demands concerning the decrease in size 
of speakers. 

The requirements for miniaturizing speakers 
and improvement of the acoustic characteristics 
of speakers are contradictory. The key 
components to satisfy the two requirements 
simultaneously are diaphragms, as they exist in 
the widest part of all devices and also control the 
acoustic characteristics of a speaker. The ability 
of diaphragms depends on its materials. 

Therefore, speaker companies no longer could 
rely on papers to make diaphragms as they had in 
the 1980s, but had to develop materials with 
suitable characteristics which could be used as 
diaphragms in smaller-sized speakers. 

The main characteristics needed for materials 
in diaphragms are as follows. 

1, Light Weight; The weight of materials 

influences the sound range of a speaker. If the 
weight of the materials is high, the transmission 
efficiency decreases, and therefore the highest 
value of the sound limit of a speaker decreases. 

2, High Rigidity; The rigidity of materials 
influences the sound quality of a speaker. If the 
rigidity of materials is low, structural vibration is 
divided in the high frequency area. In such a case, 
different parts of the diaphragms vibrate randomly, 
and this divided structural vibration leads to the 
aggravation of the sound quality.  

3, High Internal friction; Vibration energy has to 
be absorbed in the inner diaphragms in order to 
stop vibrations. If the internal frictions are low, 
vibrations do not stop smoothly and continue for a 
long time worsening the sound quality. The 
internal friction also influences the sound quality. 

 
 In the 1980s, R&D was concerned with the field 

of structural technologies such as the 
manufacture of a transducer or mechanical parts 
rather than with the material of diaphragms, which 
was made from a paper having light weight and 
high rigidity, and being considered the best 
material at that time. Then, in the late 1990s, R&D 
concentrated in the field of functional technologies, 
that is, in developing other materials for 
diaphragms in order to satisfy the demands of 
miniaturization of speakers. 

In a mature market, essential structural 
technologies for the product have already been 
developed to a certain level. Therefore, 
technological improvements relating to the 
functionality of the product to satisfy a new 
customer’s needs is required in the next stage. 

Based on such an historical analysis as above, 
we consider that the functionalities of a speaker 
have been developed in two stages of Knowledge 
Spillover. 

In the first stage, Basic Technology is 
developed in order to have products working by 
focusing on structural technologies. After the 
structural technologies have already been 
developed to a certain level, at the next stage, the 
functionality of a product is developed, and in this 
process Knowledge Spillover occurs in the 
transition from Basic Technology to functional 
technologies indicated as Complementary 
Technology.  

In the second stage, the Knowledge should thus 
be able to pass from Basic Technology to 
Complementary Technologies, and between 
Complementary Technologies. Collaboration 
among the functional technologies comprising the 
Complementary Technology is required to satisfy 
the new demands of the customer.   
 Therefore, the hypothesis is set up like as 

follows. 
 

[Hypothesis] 
In the technological development in the 

Acoustic Industry, 
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1, There is Spillover of Technological Knowledge 
in the development of functional technologies 

 
2, There are two kinds of Technological 
Knowledge Spillover in the development of 
functional technologies; a) Spillover from Basic 
Technology to Complementary Technology and b) 
Spillover from one Complementary Technology to 
another Complementary Technology. 
 

5. ANALYZING MODEL 
Griliches (1984)[20] has suggested by empirical 

analysis a quite strong relationship between R&D 
and the number of patents and concluded that 
patent statistics could be a useful economic 
indicator in illuminating the process of innovation. 
We use the number of patent applications as an 
indicator of innovation, and the number of patent 
applications given the specific IPC or FI(File 
Index) as Basic Technology or Complementary 
Technology as an indicator of Technological 
Knowledge of Basic Technology or 
Complementary Technology, respectively. 

 In this study, we use FI(File Index) to group 
technologies. FI developed by the JPO is a more 
specific patent classification than IPC. FI is given 
to patent applications by the JPO as well as IPC. 

 
We use as proxy variables of Innovation and 

Technological Knowledge the following. 
[The process of innovation] 
The trend in number of patent applications relating 
to a speaker 
 [Technological Knowledge] 
The number of patent applications grouped as 
either Basic Technology or Complementary 
Technology by using IPC or FI.  
 

Patent applications are filed for inventions and 
IPC are given by the JPO according to the 
inventions in the patent applications. Inventions 
are defined as technological ideas in patent 
applications. The number of patent applications 
published with specified IPC correspond to the 
volume of technological ideas disclosed in patent 
applications of the technology fields of the given 
IPC. Patent applications filed and published 
depend on inventions disclosed in patent 
applications as technological ideas in both the 
groups of Basic Technology and Complementary 
Technology. Basic Technology and individual 
Complementary Technology are defined 
independently by IPC or FI. 

 
The number of patent applications relating to a 

speaker (P) in the innovation process of a speaker 
and Technological Knowledge of Basic 
Technology and Complementary Technology are 
described as in equation (1-1):. 
 
P=A’+α’T’basic+∑nβ’nT’comp(n)                                   (1-1) 

 

where, “A’” indicates a constant value. T’basic 
indicates Technological Knowledge of Basic 
Technology, and it is measured by the number of 
patent applications given “IPC of Basic 
Technology”. T’comp(n) indicates Technological 
Knowledge of Complementary Technology, and it 
is measured by the number of paten applications 
given “individual IPC of Complementary 
Technology”. “n” indicates the number of 
Complementary Technology. α’ and β’ are 
coefficient values, respectively. 

In case of the existence of Knowledge Spillover, 
the equation (1-1) can be rewritten as the 
equation(2-1) 

 
P=A+αTbasic+∑nβnTcomp(n) ＋ ∑mγmKspill(m)             

(2-1) 
 

where, “A” is the same as in the equation(1). 
Tbasic indicates Technological Knowledge of Basic 
Technology, and it is measured by the number of 
patent applications given “IPC of Basic 
Technology without IPCs of Complementary 
Technology”. Tcomp(n) indicates Technological 
Knowledge of Complementary Technology, and it 
is measured by the number of patent applications 
given “individual IPC of Complementary 
Technology without IPCs of other Complementary 
Technology”. Kspill(m) indicates Technological 
Knowledge Spillover between technologies, and it 
is measured by the number of patent applications 
given “both IPCs of Basic Technology and 
Complementary Technology or two or more 
IPC(s) of Complementary Technology”. ”m” 
indicates the number of combinations of 
Complementary Technology. α, β and γ are 
coefficient values, respectively. 

 
T’basic  and T’comp(n) is expressed like as follows. 

 
T’basic=Tbasic+ Kspill (basic-comp) 
T’comp(n)= Tcomp(n)+ Kspill (basic-comp)+ Kspill (comp-comp) 
 

where Kspill(x-y) is defined as Technology 
Knowledge Spillover between x technology and y 
technology. 

 
We group the technologies of a speaker by IPC 

or FI into one Basic Technology (transducers) and 
Three Complementary Technologies(Comp1, 
Comp2, Comp3), that is, four technological 
segments; Basics, Mechanics, Electronics, and 
Materials. The three Complementary 
Technologies correspond to components, circuits, 
and diaphragms, respectively. Then,  “n” can be 
considered equal to 3, ”m” is equal to 11 according 
to the combinations of Complementary 
Technology. (1-1) and (2-1) are rewritten as (1-2) 
and (2-2)., respectively. 
 
P=A’+α’T’basic+β’1T’comp1+β’2T’comp2+β’3T’comp3  
(1-2) 
 
P=A+αTbasic+β1Tcomp1+β2Tcomp2+β3Tcomp3 
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+γ1Kspill(basic-comp1)+γ2Kspill(basic-comp2) 
+γ3Kspill(basic-comp3)+γ4Kspill(comp1-comp2) 
+γ5Kspill(comp1-comp3)+γ6Kspill(comp2-comp3) 
+γ7Kspill(basic-comp1-comp2)+γ8Kspill(basic-comp1-comp3) 
+γ9Kspill(basic-comp2-comp3)+γ10Kspill(comp1-comp2-comp3) 
+γ11Kspill(basic-comp1-comp2-comp3) 

(2-2) 
 

Comp1 is termed “Mechanics: mech”. Comp2 is 
termed “Electronics: ele”. Comp3 is called 
“Materials: mat”. The equations are then rewritten 
as (1-3) and (2-3), respectively 
 
P=A’+α’T’basic+β’1T’mec+β’2T’ele+β’3T’mat              
(1-3) 

 
P=A+αTbasic+β1Tmech+β2Tele+β3Tmat 
+γ1K(basic-mech)+γ2K(basic-ele)+γ3K(basic-mat) 
+γ4K(mech-ele)+γ5K(mech-mat)+γ6K(ele-mat) 
+γ7K(basic-mech-ele)+γ8K(basic-mech-mat) 
+γ9K(basic-ele-mat)+γ10K(mech-ele-mat) 
+γ11 K(basic-mech-ele-mat) 
                                                                     (2-3) 

6. DEFINITION ABOUT COMPOSITION OF SPEAKER BY IPC 

Electro acoustic Equipment such as a 
microphone, a recorder, and a speaker are 
classified by IPC as [H04R]. We select 
technologies related to a speaker from those 
technologies using FI (Figure 4). 
 
1, As Basic Technology, we chose two types of 
transducers. These are defined by IPC as 
Transducers of moving-coil type (H04R9) and 
Piezo-electric transducers (H04R17) in the main 
group level of IPC.  
 
2, As Complementary Technologies, there are 
three main devices which support the work of a 
transducer in a speaker; namely, the Component 

(H04R1), Circuit (H04R3), and Diaphragm 
(H04R7). 
 
2.1, Mechanics; We classify technologies which 
belong to (H04R1) as “Mechanics”, The 
technologies which belong to this IPC , H04R1, 
are parts of speakers and are composed of three 
different components; Components of structural 
detail, Components of Frequency characteristics, 
and Components of human interface. 
 
2.2, Electronics; We classify technologies which 
belong to (H04R3) as “Electronics”. The 
technologies which belong to H04R3 of IPC 
include circuits according to the definition of IPC.  
 
2.3, Materials; We classify technologies which 
belong to (H04R7) as “Materials”. The 
technologies include materials for diaphragms, 
methods for settlement of parts and structure of 
diaphragms. 
 
Figure 5 shows the trend in the number of patent 
applications of individual Technology Knowledge. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig.5 The trend of the number of patent 
applications in each Technology Knowledge 

 

Fig.4 Composition of IPC relating to speaker technologies (H04R) 
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7. ENTROPY ABOUT TECHNOLOGY KNOWLEDGE 
We analyzed the diversification rate in the 

number of patent applications of these four 
Technology Knowledge, by calculation of Entropy.  

The value of Entropy is computed by the 
following equation: 

 
E=-ΣiSilog2Si 
 

where E; Entropy, Si; Share of Technology 
Knowledge (i=1~n). Entropy can have a value 
from 0 to 2.  

As the variable of Entropy, following four 
elements is substituted in this formula. S1~S4 
indicates the share of the number of patent 
applications relating to “Basics”: S1, 
“Mechanics” :S2, “Electronics”: S3, and 
“Materials”: S4, respectively. 

Figure 6 demonstrates the trend of Entropy 
values and shows that there are two waves. 
During the first wave (1980~1989), by referring to 
Figure 5, it is considered that an increase of the 
number of patent applications in Mechanics and 
Electronics contributes to the increase of Entropy. 
During the second wave (1996~2006), an 
increase of the number of patent applications in 
Materials contributes to the increase of Entropy.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.6 Entropy of four Technology Knowledge 

 
Therefore, comparison between the trends of 

the number of patent applications of these two 
periods was made to analyze how technological 
compositions changed 

 

8. RESULT 
A result by the multiple regression analysis of 

the equations (1-3) and (2-3) in the two periods is 
as follows. To ensure degrees of freedom, we 
divide the data in one year into the data in four 
terms of the year. As to the equation (2-3), the 
quantities of K(basic-mech-ele), K(basic-ele-mat), K(mech-ele-mat), 
K(basic-mech-ele-mat) measured by the number of 
patent applications are less than 1% of the value 
of Tbasic (number of patent applications of Basic 
Technology), and so we can eliminate these 
proxies.  

The result of the analysis follows after 
eliminating the proxies with low t-values. 

 
 
 [1st wave; 1980 to 1989] 
 
(1-3) 
P=53.95+1.05Tbasic+1.12Tmec+1.22Tele+1.04Tmat 

(3.85)   (3.81)        (3.15)         (3.54)      (4.18) 
 

adj R2; 0.80    DW; 1.41 
 (2-3)  
P=48.51+1.47Tbasic+1.45Tmec+1.18Tele+1.28Tmat 

(3.90)   (5.32)        (4.25)         (3.70)       (5.00) 
+0.73K(basic-mat) 

(2.07) 
adj R2; 0.85    DW; 1.72 

 
 

 [2nd wave; 1996 to 2006] 
 
(1-3) 
P =74.64+0.48Tbasic+1.07Tmec+0.90Tele +1.50Tmat 

(5.27)  (1.36)         (3.81)       (3.21)        (2.69) 
 

adj R2; 0.94   DW; 1.97 
 
(2-3) 
P=33.27+1.04Tbasic+1.57Tmec+1.02Tele+3.05Tmat 
     (2.64)   (2.81)         (6.25)         (3.86)       (4.77) 
+0.70K(basic-mech)+0.66K(mech-ele) +2.11K(mech-mat) 
(2.83)                   (2.47)                (2.56) 
 

adj R2; 0.96   DW; 2.48 
 

The results reveals that the equation (2-3), 
which includes the Spillover of Technological 
Knowledge, can account for the process better 
than the equation(1-3) by comparison of the 
values of adj R2. 

In the first wave, Basic Technology is 
demonstrated to have mainly contributed to the 
increase of “P”. Only Spillover of Technology 
Knowledge between Basic Technology and 
Materials is revealed to be statistically significant. 

 In the second wave, Technological Knowledge 
of Materials is demonstrated to have contributed 
the most to the increase of “P”. The contribution of 
Technological Knowledge of Materials 
significantly increased comparing that in the first 
stage. On the other hand, the contribution of Basic 
Technology decreased. 

The Knowledge Spillover between Basics and 
Mechanics, Mechanics and Electronics, and 
Mechanics and Materials is revealed to be 
statistically significant in this period. 

 
Hypothesis 1 and 2 are verified. 

9. DISCUSSION 
 On the basis of intensive empirical observation 

on patent statistics, it could be concluded that 
Technology Knowledge Spillover leads to the 
functional development of a speaker in the 
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electrical acoustic industry. It is shown that there 
were two stages in the functional development of 
speaker technologies. The Knowledge Spillover 
could account for the development and there is 
Knowledge Spillover from Basic Technology to 
Complementary Technology.; especially, 
Knowledge Spillover from Basic Technology to 
Materials, and between Complementary 
Technologies; especially, Knowledge Spillover 
between Mechanics and Materials. 

It could be considered that, in the process of the 
functional development of a speaker, the 
Knowledge is spilled over from Basic Technology 
to Material technologies, and then the Knowledge 
of Material technologies is spilled over to 
Mechanical technologies. As previously 
mentioned, the demands of miniaturization and 
improving the sound characteristics of a speaker 
are structurally contradictory. The key to satisfy 
both of the demands is the invention of a new 
material. In the acoustic industry, it can be said 
that Material technologies have an important role 
in leading the flow of Knowledge Spillover, and 
thus improving the functionality of speakers. It 
also can be said that by this flow of Knowledge, 
the development of the functionality of materials 
was accelerated. 

In future works, an analysis of this technology 
spillover effect from the aspect of physics should 
be helpful. 
 

APPENDIX 
[ A list of IPC or FI relating to a speaker ] 
 
[H04R1/00]Details of transducers 
[H04R1/00,310･]Speaker 
[H04R1/00,311･･]Waterproof structure 
[H04R1/00,317･･]by using bone conduction 
[H04R1/00,318･･]support board or suspender 
[H04R1/02･]Casings; Cabinets; Mountings therein 
[H04R1/02,101･･]Speaker cabinets 
[H04R1/02,102 ･ ･ ]Speaker cases applied to 
specific thing 
[H04R1/02,103 ･ ･ ･ ]for using with other 
equipments 
[H04R1/02,104･･]front panel of speaker 
[H04R1/02,105･･]Attachment tools for speaker 
[H04R1/06 ･ ]Arranging circuit leads; Relieving 
strain on circuit leads 
[H04R1/06,310･･]Speaker 
[H04R1/10･]Earpieces; Attachments therefor 
[H04R1/10,101･･]Headphone and appendage 
[H04R1/10,102･･･]Pad 
[H04R1/10,103･･･]Attachment tool 
[H04R1/10,104･･]Earphone and appendage 
[H01R1/12 ･ ]Sanitary or hygienic devices for 
mouthpieces or earpieces 
[H04R1/20･]Arrangements for obtaining desired 
frequency or directional characteristics 
[H04R1/20,310･･]Speaker 
[H04R1/22 ･ ･ ]for obtaining desired frequency 
characteristic only 

[H04R1/22,310･･･]Speaker 
[H04R1/24 ･ ･ ･ ]Structural combinations of 
separate transducers or of parts of the same 
transducer and responsive respectively to two or 
more frequency ranges 
[H04R1/26･･･]Spatial arrangement of separate 
transducers responsive to two or more frequency 
ranges 
[H04R1/28 ･ ･ ･ ]Transducer mountings or 
enclosures designed for specific frequency 
response; Transducer enclosures modified by 
provision of mechanical or acoustic impedances,  
[H04R1/28,310････]Speaker 
[H04R1/30･･･]Combinations of transducers with 
horns 
[H04R1/32 ･ ･ ]for obtaining desired directional 
characteristic only 
[H04R1/32,310･･･]Speaker 
[H04R1/34･･･]by using a single transducer with 
sound reflecting, diffracting, directing or guiding 
means 
[H04R1/34,310････]Speaker 
[H04R1/36････ ]by using a single aperture of 
dimensions not greater than the shortest operating 
wavelength 
[H04R1/38････]in which sound waves act upon 
both sides of a diaphragm and incorporating 
acoustic phase-shifting means 
[H04R1/40･･･]by combining a number of identical 
transducers 
[H04R1/40,310････]Speaker 
[H01R1/42 ･ ]Combinations of transducers with 
fluid-pressure or other non-electrical amplifying 
means 
[H01R1/44･]Special adaptations for subaqueous 
use 
[H01R1/44,310･･]Speaker 
[H04R3/00]Circuits for transducers 
[H04R3/00,101･]Protection circuit 
[H04R3/00,310･]Speaker 
[H04R3/02･]for preventing acoustic reaction 
[H04R3/04･]for correcting frequency response 
[H04R3/04,101･･]by using a negative feedback 
circuit 
[H04R3/04,102･･]for transducers of moving-coil, 
piezo-electric transducers, and other transducers 
[H04R3/12･]for distributing signals to two or more 
loud-speakers 
[H04R3/14･･]Cross-over networks 
[H04R7/00]Diaphragms for electromechanical 
transducers; Cones 
[H04R7/02･]characterized by the construction 
[H04R7/04･･]Plane diaphragms 
[H04R7/06･･･]comprising a plurality of sections or 
layers 
[H04R7/08 ･ ･ ･ ･ ]comprising superposed layers 
separated by air or other fluid 
[H04R7/10････]comprising superposed layers in 
contact 
[H04R7/12･･]Non-planar diaphragms or cones 
[H04R7/14･･･]corrugated, pleated, or ribbed 
[H04R7/16 ･ ]Mounting or tensioning of 
diaphragms or cones 
[H04R7/18･･]at the periphery 33



[H04R7/20 ･ ･ ･ ]Securing diaphragm or cone 
resiliently to support by flexible material, springs, 
cords, or strands 
[H04R7/22 ･ ･ ･ ]Clamping rim of diaphragm or 
cone against seating 
[H04R7/24･･]Tensioning by means acting directly 
on free portion of diaphragm or cone 
[H04R7/26･]Damping by means acting directly on 
free portion of diaphragm or cone 
[H04R9/00]Transducers of moving-coil, 
moving-strip, or moving-wire type 
[H04R9/02･]Details 
[H04R9/02,101･･]Frame; appendage 
[H04R9/02,102･･]Magnetic circuit 
[H04R9/02,103･･]Damper 
[H04R9/04 ･ ･ ]Construction, mounting, or 
centering of coil 
[H04R9/04,102･･･]Coil 
[H04R9/04,103 ･ ･ ･ ]Lead wire; Connection 
between coil and lead wire 
[H04R9/04,104･･･]Bobbin 
[H04R9/04,105 ･ ･ ･ ・ ]Bobbin and other 
components 
[H04R9/06･]Loud-speakers 
[H04R9/10･]Telephone receivers 
[H04R9/18･]Resonant transducers, i.e. adapted to 
produce maximum output at a predetermined 
frequency 
[H04R17/00]Piezo-electric transducers; 
Electrostrictive transducers 
[H04R17/10･]Resonant transducers 
 
(where「・」means the technological ladder.) 
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